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INTERN UPDATES
Jeremy
Phillip

Dustin

Justin

Michael

I’m in week seven of
my rotation in Day
Surgery. My favorite
part of this rotation is
cleaning rooms.
Some of the skills I
have gained are
stocking, organizing,
and sanitizing. My
goal for the next three
weeks is to stay productive. Michael

I’m in week seven of my rotation in
Maintenance. My favorite part of this
rotation is Key Making or Locksmithing.
Some of the skills I have gained are how to
make and copy keys. My goal for the next
three weeks is increasing stamina. Phillip

I’m in week seven of my rotation in Dietary.
My favorite part of my rotation is pizza
making. Some of the skills I have gained are
speed and accuracy. My goal for the next
three weeks is learn all I can learn about
how the kitchen runs. Justin

Gracie

I am in week seven of
my rotation. My favorite
part of this rotation is
doing the laundry and
changing out dryers.
Some of the skills I have
gained are doing the job
faster. My goal for the
next three weeks is to
go faster than what I
can do now. Gracie

First Aid
The interns
completed a
First Aid/CPR class
on October 28th.
Pam Howard,
KPBSD school
nurse, provided the
instruction for the
class.

Ian
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* By appointment only. To schedule a tour contact:
Cindy Worley—(907) 513-9691
cworley@kpbsd.k12.ak.us

Joe and Michael practicing their splinting skills during
First Aid class.

24
Thanksgiving
No Project

No Project
SEARCH

SEARCH

Job Coach
Welcome to Joe Gallagher,
Job Coach for Project
SEARCH. Joe has jumped
in with both feet and is fully
immersed in the program.
He began his duties on
October 17. Joe is a long
time resident of the Soldotna
area. He recently retired
from HEA where he worked
for 15 years, the last three
as Director of Member
Services. He is very excited
to be part of the Project
SEARCH team. Cindy and
the interns are all happy to
have Joe as part of the
team!

